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The Challenger Programme, Y10-Y11: March -July 2019 
 
All lessons are on Wednesdays from 14:15-15:30 in Classroom D202-
D203. 
 

6th March: Lesson by Yarona van der Horst: An introduction to the 
programme and team work challenges... 
   
Ms. van der Horst is an educational counsellor. She has a Master degree in 
Education and she is a specialist in gifted education (ECHA - European Council for 
High Ability). 
She  has a broad experience in gifted education as a head of a school for gifted 
and talented students, an Educational counsellor and as a teacher in Israel. 
Ms. Van der Horst is the Co-founder and organizer of TEDxYouth@ISH. 
She has worked in Israel, Japan, USA, Australia, New Zealand and The 
Netherlands. 
Currently, she works as a Careers counsellor for universities in the Netherlands 
and coordinate The Challenger programme at ISH. 
 

13th March: Lesson by Dr. Nicki Lorenzini on: "Resiliency - the art of 
bungy jumping through life's pitfalls" 
 
  
Why do some people struggle to get through life's challenges, whilst others deal 
with whatever life throws at them and come out stronger than before? 
  
What have those who bounce-back from life's challenges got that others lack? 
In other words, what's the secret to being 'resilient'? 
  
If you knew that, then you'd increase your chance of being someone who didn't 
just survive life's challenges, but who thrived through them. Someone who 
consistently coped well with adverse events like: not making the team; being 
excluded from the group; failing the test; facing disappointment, sadness, 
frustration, and blows to your confidence. 
  
Whilst Psychology has a reputation for explaining how things go wrong for 
people, there are many fields of Psychology that explain how people stay 
mentally healthy, even when faced with significant challenges. 
  
One such field is Resiliency Psychology, in which researchers study how ordinary 
people stay mentally healthy through some of the toughest life-situations 
imaginable - war zones, natural disasters, being orphaned, suffering disabling 
accidents; being addicts or being the children of addicts. 
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During this Challenger session, we'll explore what Resiliency Psychology can tell 
us about how to bounce back from life's tough times instead of being flattened 
by them! 
  
Dr. Nicki Lorenzini grew up in England, where she studied Psychology and Law at 
Exeter University. She later qualified as a Clinical Psychologist and undertook 
postgraduate research on maternal depression. Nicki has worked variously as a 
Psychologist, Learning Specialist, Mentoring Program Coordinator, International 
School Counsellor and Moving Parts Playspace Designer. She has lived in Israel, 
Venezuela, China, Indonesia, Germany, Tanzania and England. Her areas of 
professional special interest include: moving country and transition during 
childhood; growing-up cross-culturally; Play Therapy; Solution Focused Brief 
Therapy; and Mindful Schools. Nicki is passionate about sharing the ideas of 
Resiliency Psychology to help people sustain good mental health, and has spoken 
on this topic at world conferences in The Netherlands, the USA, The Philippines 
and South Africa. 
 

20th March: Lesson by Dr. Marriet Schuurman on: ‘One year in the 
champion league of international relations and diplomacy: Does it make 
us a better player?’ 
 
A behind the scene look on the Security Council, how it works, and what we take 
away from one year membership. 
 
Syria, Libya, Yemen, Afghanistan, Myanmar, South Sudan - you must have seen 
the images of violence and destruction in these countries on the news. Did you 
ever wonder what the world is doing to actually stop this massive human 
suffering?  
 
In 2018, the Kingdom of the Netherlands is sitting in the Security Council 
precisely with the ambition to stop and prevent the killing. What did we learn 
from that experience? How does the Security Council work? What is it like to sit 
at the table with the big world powers? What difference can we actually make, 
and how?  
If you are interested in behind-the-scene insights into world politics, and the fun 
and failure of 'top diplomacy', join this Challenger class and share your ideas and 
expectations on how world leaders could do better and make this world a better 
place. 
 
Dr.Marriet Schuurman works for the Dutch diplomatic service and is currently 
leading the Task Force for the Dutch 2018 membership of the United Nations 
Security Council. She has worked in the Russian Federation, Kosovo, Zambia, the 
Great Lakes region of Africa, Sudan and the Republic of Macedonia. Previously, 
she was the NATO Secretary General's Special Representative on Women, Peace 
and Security (she can explain...). Marriet is married to a diplomat cum military  
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officer; together they have three ISH-children, who keep her sane, and two dogs 
to keep her healthy. Her hobbies are running and, as of lately, touring on her 
motorbike. 
 

27th March: Lesson by Jurrien van der Horst: on ‘The future of the 
European Union’.  
 
What goes on behind the scenes in the EU and the United Nations? What 
happens when Prime Ministers meet in Brussels to discuss world affairs? What is 
it like to communicate in a country like China, or to negotiate in Japan? What 
does it mean to be a diplomat, or an ambassador, and how can you become one?  
 
In this lesson, you will learn more about ‘diplomacy’ and the functioning of the 
European Union. We will discuss how the EU is affecting your daily live, what are 
topics the EU should focus on, or which problems should be tackled by the EU.  
Mr. van der Horst studied Business Administration and started his career with an 
Investment Firm. In 2003, he joined the Diplomatic Service of the Netherlands. 
Mr van der Horst worked at Embassies in Israel and Japan. After postings 
abroad, he has been responsible for Economic Cooperation with China.  
Currently, He works as a policy coordinator in the Europe Department at The 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs.  
 
 
 
3rd April: Visit at The international criminal court (ICC)  
 

We are going to have presentations by Mr. Jean-Jacques Badibanga and Mr. 
Matias Hellman. 
 
The International Criminal Court (ICC) investigates and, where warranted, tries 
individuals charged with the gravest crimes of concern to the international 
community: genocide, war crimes, crimes against humanity and the crime of 
aggression. 
The Court is participating in a global fight to end impunity, and through 
international criminal justice, the Court aims to hold those responsible 
accountable for their crimes and to help prevent these crimes from happening 
again. 
The Court cannot reach these goals alone. As a court of last resort, it seeks to 
complement, not replace, national Courts. Governed by an international treaty 
called the Rome Statute, the ICC is the world’s first permanent international 
criminal court. 
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Mr. Badibanga works as a senior Trial Lawyer at ICC. 
 
Mr. Hellman has been the External Relations Adviser of the Presidency of 
the International Criminal Court (ICC) since July 2010. 
  
In this capacity, he supports the interaction of the ICC President – and the Court 
more broadly – with States, international organisations and civil society. 
 
Prior to joining the ICC, he served in the United Nations’ International Criminal 
Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY), lastly as Legacy Officer in the Office of  
the ICTY President. Before that, he was posted in the ICTY’s field offices in 
Zagreb (Croatia), Belgrade (Serbia) and Sarajevo (Bosnia and Herzegovina) for 
eight years, first as Outreach Coordinator and later as Registry Liaison Officer. 
 
A national of Finland, he holds an LLM in International Human Rights Law from 
the University of Essex and an MA in Slavic Languages and Cultures from the 
University of Helsinki. 
 
 
 
10th April: Lesson by Dr. Dora Wynchank on ‘Stress and anxiety in 
teenagers: When to worry?’  
 
This lesson will cover the specific characteristics of anxiety in teenagers. We'll 
discuss and answer the following questions:  
• What is the difference between a psychiatrist and a psychologist?  
• What do psychiatrists do? What constitutes severe "generalised'  anxiety?  
• Where do anxiety disorders originate from in the brain and the body's   
   biochemistry?  How can worrying be beneficial?  
 • When should anxiety be treated? How it is effectively treated? 
 
Dr Wynchank is a South African psychiatrist, currently based in the Netherlands, 
where she has just completed her PhD.   When she was in South Africa, she 
conducted research in Obsessive Compulsive Disorder, was an investigator in 
several clinical trials and was active in educating South African medical 
practitioners and psychiatrists. She developed an interest in Attention Deficit 
Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD), and edited a publication called ADHD in Focus. 
She wrote a monthly column about ADHD for the South African Medical 
Chronicle, a publication aimed at family doctors. In August 2014, after working 
as a psychiatrist seeing patients in South Africa, Dr Wynchank decided to return 
to researching full-time. She moved to The Netherlands with her family to pursue 
her PhD , where she conducted three studies with the Netherlands Study of 
Depression and Anxiety (NESDA) consortium (http://www.nesda.nl/en/)and one 
with NEMESIS (Netherlands Mental Health Survey and Incidence Study). She is 
currently researching female hormonal changes in adult ADHD.  
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17th April: Lesson by Rebeca Sanchez-de-Tagle White on ‘How do development 
finance institutions contribute to poverty alleviation around the world? 
 
FMO: the Dutch Development Bank- helping companies become more 
sustainable.’ 
 
If your goal is to have an impact, and somehow contribute to making the world a 
better place, what avenues are out there to explore in the professional world? 
How do Development Finance Institutions and specifically the Dutch 
Development Bank (FMO) contribute to this goal? 
 
Ms. Rebeca White, MALD will share her own professional journey in search of an 
opportunity to do work that would have meaningful impact. 
Ms. Sanchez de Tagle is a native from Mexico City and has lived and worked in 
Mexico, the USA, West Africa and for the last 3 years, The Netherlands. She 
works for the Dutch Development Bank (www.fmo.nl) which invests in more than 
85 countries, supporting jobs and income generation in order to improve people’s 
lives in the parts of the world where the biggest difference can be made. 
 
Rebeca’s role is to help businesses- including family-owned companies- work on 
succession planning and better organize their companies to help them grow 
transparently in an environmentally and socially responsible manner. 
 
Mrs. White lives in the Hague with her husband and her two daughters. She likes 
to travel, enjoys running and loves to spend time with her family. 
 

 8th May: Lesson by Katrik Kumar on ‘Shooting for the stars: humanity's 
journey to Mars and beyond’. 
 
The space industry is relatively young, with the first satellite only having been 
launched into Earth-orbit in 1957. Nevertheless, the sector has grown rapidly, 
and we're on the cusp of some incredible exploration, science, and technology 
achievements, enabled by both humans and robots in space . So what exactly is 
going on in the space industry, what are the opportunities for growth over the 
coming decade, and why should you care?  
 
This lesson will answer these questions by providing an overview of the most 
important activities going on in the space industry at the moment, with special 
focus on the ground-breaking work being done to enable humans to set foot on 
the Red Planet for the first time. 
 
Mr. Kumar is an Aerospace Engineer, Planetary Scientist, Startup Founder, and 
Analog Astronaut. He completed his BSc & MSc degrees in Aerospace Engineering 
from Delft University of Technology in The Netherlands, where he's finalizing his 
PhD focussed on investigating the dynamics of Uranus' outer ring system. Mr.  
 
Kumar has been involved in space projects and initiatives all over the world and 
is firmly committed towards opening up the industry to drive growth. This is 
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essential towards achieving our ambitious goals over the coming decade, 
including building mega-constellations to deliver internet everywhere, launching 
commercial space stations to open up the opportunity for more people to go to 
space, and successfully sending the first humans to Mars. 
 
 

15th May: Study trip to IKEA Delft on: ‘From matchstick to meatballs: a 
history with a bright future! ‘ 
 
 An introduction about the concept of IKEA and Inter IKEA Systems B.V., 
worldwide franchisor and owner of the IKEA Trademarks. We are going to focus 
on sustainability, communication & Interior design' and 'IKEA retailing'. 
  
During the visit we are going to discuss the following questions:  

• Why is IKEA still so successful, after so many years?  
• How does IKEA inspire their customers? 
• What is IKEA’s starting point for developing a product?  
 
 
• How does IKEA reduce transport costs?  
• Why is IKEA restaurant offering so affordable?  

 
The IKEA starts with the idea of providing a range of home furnishing products 
that are affordable to the many people, not just the few. It is achieved by 
combining function, quality, design and value - always with sustainability in 
mind. 
 The IKEA Concept exists in every part of our company, from design, sourcing, 
packing and distributing through to our business model. Our aim is to help more 
people live a better life at home. The IKEA comes to life in many ways: Through 
worldwide stores, in the IKEA catalogue, via the web and apps, and most 
importantly in millions of homes around the world. 
 
  
 
22nd May: Lesson by Dr. Roy Bendor on ‘Designing the future’. 
 
There is no other field as future-oriented as design. Every act of design starts 
with imagining a future user using a future product (or service) in a future 
setting. We can say that what designers really do is create future worlds and 
then populate them with new objects, services, practices, or environments. It is 
no wonder, then, that designers constantly scan the horizon for new problems to 
solve, new technologies to use, and new needs to fulfil. At the same time, the 
future is quite fuzzy. We cannot imagine the future with the same kind of 
richness and detail as we experience the present, so imagining the future 
requires imaginative speculation and lots of filling-in.  
This lesson invites students to become “futurenauts” or “imagineers” by trying 
out some of the techniques designers use to imagine the future and design for it 
in a creative, playful way. 
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Dr. Roy Bendor teaches industrial design at Delft University of Technology. Born 
and raised in Israel, he spent almost 15 years on the West Coast of Canada 
studying the ways in which interactive media are designed and used to promote 
sustainability. When he isn’t thinking about how to design better futures for 
everyone, he likes to listen to music, play the guitar, explore The Hague’s 
beautiful dunes, and make his own hummus. 
 

29th May:  Lesson  by Dr. Miroslav Zivkovic on : Are we Big Data? 
 
It is taken for granted that we are surrounded by a large amount of data 
nowadays.  
It is said that more than 90% of all the data in the world has been created in the 
last two years only.  
The data sets are so large and complex that it becomes difficult to process using 
traditional data processing applications and this data has been named "Big Data".  
With respect to the sources that generate these data sets, we will look into the 
statement that "we (people) are Big Data". 
We will discuss the implications (e.g. privacy and security) of such a statement. 
Finally, we will look into how could we use the data to our advantage. We will 
have a look at some of the "success stories" in this field,  
and applications and problems that may be solved.  
Dr. Miroslav Zivkovic is a Researcher at System and Network Engineering Group, 
Informatics Institute, University of Amsterdam. He holds a PhD from Design and 
Analysis of Communication Systems group, University of Twente, the 
Netherlands, and a dipl.-ing title from Faculty of Electrical Engineering, University 
of Belgrade, Serbia. His current research interests are software defined 
networking and network performance of large data sets (Big Data).   
 
5th June: Lesson by Yarona van der Horst: High tea , Student’s 
presentations and certificates award. 
 

We are honored to have these lecturers who agreed to come to ISH and 
to share their knowledge and experience with our students. 
 
 
The programme can still be subject to minor changes. 
 
Yarona van der Horst 
 
Coordinator Challenger Programme at ISH 
Careers counsellor for universities in the Netherlands  
 
	


